
Oil

Following the huge drop earlier in the week, the international crude oil markets have managed to find their feet. Last week ended with 
two straight days of gains, due to insecurity regarding the global output situation and falling inventory numbers in the US. The Brent 
front month contract settled Friday at 75,33 USD/bbl, up 0,88 USD/bbl for the day. We see a downside today as some of the supply 
concerns have eased over the weekend.

Gas
Both on the short and the long end of the European gas markets, prices rose in Friday’s trading. The bullish sentiment was largely 
attributed to an upcoming outage on the North Stream pipeline and to support from the also rising crude oil market. The NCG Cal-19 
contract ended up rising 0,37 EUR/MWhk, closing the day at 21,24 EUR/MWh.

Coal
Unlike the rest of the fuel complex, European coal prices edged down Friday. Following quite big gains lately, a lot of traders used Friday 
to close their positions and secure profit. This move usually results in falling prices. We expect limited trading activity over the next few 
weeks due to summer holiday season among traders. A minor rebound seems likely today.

Carbon
On a quiet day on the European market for carbon emissions, prices moved more or less sideways. The benchmark quota contract 
closed at 16,06 EUR/t, down a marginal 0,03 EUR/t. We expect a neutral sentiment during this week as well, as no fundamentals should 
change anything noticeable.

Hydro

Although the Nordic weather forecasts ontain some precipitation, they are still much drier than seasonal average. We could see a few 
wet days both late this week and during next week, but apart from that, the weather situation still offers bullish support to the Nordic 
power market. The hydro balance does however remain in a huge, multi-year high deficit which keeps both spot and near-term forward 
prices very high.

Germany
The German power market received mixed signals Friday. Rising gas prices, insecurity due to the nuclear outages in Belgium and ongo-
ing warm weather was offset by a bearish sentiment on the coal market. At the end of the day, the country’s Cal-19 contract ended up 
settling at 44,00 EUR/MWh, the exact same close at Thursday. We see an upside today.

Equities
There were further gains across the international stock markets Friday. Much focus remains on the effects of the US trade wars with 
both the EU and China, which could potentially escalate further over the rest of the summer. We expect a day with limited trading activi-
ty as the summer holiday season is taking on this week.

Conclusion

On the short end of the Nordic power market, slightly wetter weather forecasts caused falling prices Friday. The Q4-18 contract was 
down 0,36 EUR/MWh, closing at 51,58 EUR/MWh. Further out the curve, the long end followed the coal market downwards, with the 
YR-19 contract settling at 37,50 EUR/MWh, 0,50 EUR/MWh lower than Thursday. Today, we could see the market edge up due to dry 
forecasts and gains on the German power market.
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14-jul 50,69 51,49 51,71 51,71 51,71 51,71 51,66 August 55,60 57,50 56,25 56,75 57,95 51,92 53,00 August 49,05 50,03 68,63

15-jul 50,31 50,92 51,35 51,35 51,35 51,62 51,41 Q4-18 49,43 51,30 53,33 54,08 55,18 50,95 51,58 Q4-18 47,88 53,38 89,68

16-jul 54,62 55,01 54,29 54,40 55,95 54,29 53,19 2019 39,88 41,20 39,45 40,00 42,60 37,45 37,50 2019 45,21 48,57 89,68


